DecoSplash – FAQs
“What is DecoSplash made of?”
DecoSplash is a solid metal ( 2 mm aluminium) splashback which is coated with a durable polyurethane powder coating.
“What designs or colour can I have on my splashback?”
You can have any design, image or photograph on your splashback. You can choose from the wide range of designs and
images in the Catalogue, or you can supply your own design or photo.
“What is required if I supply my own image or photograph?”
You need to supply a photo or image with a minimum resolution of 300 DPI and approx. 10 Mb file size as a rough
guide. Vector Images are preferred.
“What sizes are available for DecoSplash?”
DecoSplash is 2 mm thick, and is available in standard sheet sizes of 600 x 2400, 750 x 3000 or 750 x 3600. DecoSplash is
also available in full sheets 1200 x 2400 up to 1500 x 3600. DecoSplash can be cut to size for an additional cost.
“Is DecoSplash durable and easy to clean?”
The DecoSplash polyurethane powder coating is very durable and easy to clean. The best way to think about
DecoSplash is that it is like a non stick frypan. It is robust and you only need to wipe it over with a damp cloth or a mild
detergent, and unlike glass, it does not leave streaks.
“What happens if I scratch it?”
The design or image goes the full depth of the powder coating, so a surface scratch can simply be polished out, just like
you would do with your car. If the scratch goes down to the metal, there is touch up paint available.
“If the scratch goes down to the metal, will it rust?”
DecoSplash is made from aluminium, which unlike steel, it does not rust.
“Can I use DecoSplash behind a gas cooktop?”
Yes. DecoSplash is made of aluminium, which is a non-combustible metal. The finish is baked on and is unaffected by
heat. Aluminium is a very good conductor of heat, so that any heat from a gas cooktop will be quickly and evenly
dissipated over the whole surface area of the splashback.
“Do I need to use a fire retardant material behind the splashback?”
Glass is a poor conductor of heat so heat builds up behind a cooktop, and therefore a non-combustible fibre cement
sheet is required behind a glass splashback. Because aluminium is a very good conductor of heat and is noncombustible, a fibre cement sheet is not required behind DecoSplash, although it is normal to line kitchen walls with a
fire retardant grade of plasterboard.
“Can I use DecoSplash in an outdoor kitchen?”
Yes, DecoSplash is ideal for outdoor kitchens. It is unaffected by the weather and is UV stable.
“How is DecoSplash installed?”
DecoSplash is easy to install and is fixed to the wall using silicone or a construction adhesive and / or double sided tape.
“What about holes for power points or taps?”
Aluminium sheet is easy to work with, and holes can be cut on site using standard tools. DecoSplash can also be cut or
trimmed using standard tools.
“How are edges or corners finished?”
Edges and corners can be finished using silicone, and a black edge strip is also available
“Does DecoSplash have a warranty?”
Yes, DecoSplash comes with a 10 year warranty.
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